
Captivate Training (Beginners’ special) –duration 2 days

Objective :
At the end of the training, the participant will be able to create
simple and effective e-Learning supports with the Adobe Captivate 
tool.

Programme :

GETTING STARTED AND DISCOVERY                                                    
Discovering the basic concepts, interface and features                  
Creating a project according to a template 

MANIPULATING SLIDES                                                                                     
Creating slides
Creating transitions
Inserting objects into a slide
Properties of objects in a slide
Manipulating objects in a slide
Animating objects in a slide 

CAPTURE                                                                                                                      
Video demonstration
Software simulation
PowerPoint slide 

SOUND
Insert sound on an object
Insert background music
Record a voice-over 
Use speech-synthesis
Edit the sound 
Insert subtitles
Synchronize subtitles with voice

Target Audience :
Trainers, e-Learning Designers, e-Learning Project Managers, anyone
directed to create e-Learning training.

Prerequisties :
Good knowledge of a Windows or Mac operating system.

VIDEO
Insert a video with a Player
Insert a synchronized video on the playhead

MANAGING QUIZZES
Create an evaluation questionnaire or survey with different types of questions
Manage the order of questions, feedback and score
Set up the results pages

CUSTOMIZE YOUR MODULE                      
Create a set of main slides

Create a template

Create styles

Create a theme

Style and set up a table of contents

Style and set up a reading bar

FINALIZE THE TRAINING MODULE                
Set up the publication for an LMS

Publish the project



Captivate Training (Improvement) –duration 2 days

Objectives :
At the end of the training, the participant will be able to master the
advanced features and complex interactions to create
advanced e-Learning modules

Programme :

SUMMARY OF BASIC FEATURES                                                                                            
Quick review of Captivate's basic features 

VARIABLES 
Presentation of the different system variables and their functions 
Create a user variable 
Assign a value to a user variable
Increment a user variable 
Retrieve information from a text box to assign it to a user variable 
Create a formula by assigning variables to variables 
View variable 

ACTIONS                                                                                                                      
The different actions possible 
The different events to which actions can be assigned
The various ways to make buttons 
Create a nonlinear module 
The branch window 

ADVANCED ACTIONS 
Create an advanced action 
Edit an advanced action 
Rename, delete, duplicate an  advanced action
Assign an advanced action to an event

Target Audience :
Trainers, e-Learning designers, e-Learning project managers, anyone involved in 
creating e-Learning training.

Prerequisties :
Good know the basics of captivate 

CONDITIONAL ADVANCED ACTIONS
Test a condition in an advanced action
Create multiple conditions in an advanced action
Test multiple conditions in an advanced action
‘AND’ and ‘OR’ in logic tests of advanced actions

ADVANCED QUIZ

Create a pre-test

Set up a pre-test using system variables

Create branch lines in a quiz

Set how to take into account the branches in the Quiz result

Create a question group from which the module will draw randomly

Import, export a question group

The GIFT micro-format in Captivate. Click-and-drop interaction in a quiz

Create a custom results slide

REACTIVE PROJECTS

Principle of Responsive Design

Fluid layout and media queries

Cascade in Media Queries stalls

Exclude an object from a display

Size of objects : absolute or relative

Position objects : absolute or relative

Smart position


